**Ordering Information**

### Introductory Kit

- **100 Matrices** – 25 each size: 3.5mm, 4.5mm, 5.5mm, 6.5mm, 7.5mm
- **75 Wedges** – 25 each size: Small, Medium, Large
- **30 Wedge Guards** – 10 each size: Small, Medium, Large
- **1 Universal Ring; 1 Narrow Ring**
- **1 Forceps; 1 Pin Tweezers**

### Trial Kit

- **10 Matrices** – Size 5.5mm
- **10 Medium Wedges**
- **10 Medium Wedge Guards**
- **1 Universal Ring; 1 Forceps; 1 Pin Tweezers**
- **5 SureFil® SD R® flow Compu® Tips – Universal Shade (0.25g each)**

### Matrix Refills (50 pack)

- **659710** Size 3.5mm
- **659720** Size 4.5mm
- **659730** Size 5.5mm
- **659740** Size 5.5mm (100 pack)
- **659750** Size 6.5mm
- **659860** Size 7.5mm

### Ring Refill – Universal (2 pack)

- **659760** Ring Refill – Universal (2 pack)

### Ring Refill – Narrow (2 pack)

- **659770** Ring Refill – Narrow (2 pack)

### Wedge Refills (100 pack)

- **659780** Small – Dark Blue
- **659790** Medium – Medium Blue
- **659800** Large – Light Blue

### Wedge Guard Refills (50 pack)

- **659810** Small – Dark Blue
- **659820** Medium – Medium Blue
- **659830** Large – Light Blue

### Forceps Refill (1)

- **659810** Forceps Refill (1)

### Pin Tweezers Refill (1)

- **659820** Pin Tweezers Refill (1)

---

**Ni-Ti vs. Stainless Steel.** This chart shows the clinical applications satisfied by the Palodent® Plus Narrow and Universal Rings compared to stainless steel rings. The Palodent® Plus rings deliver the ideal separating force needed to create accurate contacts across a wider range of posterior embrasures than stainless steel rings.
In two decades of category leadership with Palodent®, we learned what challenges Class II restorations present to the dentist. That’s why Palodent® Plus Matrix System is specifically designed to give you confidence in the contacts you create.

Consistently accurate, tight contacts. The Palodent® Plus rings are made with nickel-titanium to create a consistent force to separate teeth and then return to their original shape after use, helping to deliver a tight gingival seal and anatomically shaped restoration.

Wide applications for sectional matrix system use. The Palodent® Plus ring design helps the system remain stable on significantly damaged teeth. The rings are stackable for multiple restorations at once, preventing the matrix from collapsing into wide cavities, and can be used when a cusp is missing.

Minimized flash and finishing. The Palodent® Plus ring tines maintain a fit on the tooth that complements the wedge and works with the matrix to seal and shape the restoration, minimizing required finishing.

Wedge compatibility and performance. The V-shape of the Palodent® Plus tines accommodates the wedge from both sides. Fine wavy-shaped wings compress and flare for easy placement and a true fit and seal that minimizes impingement of soft tissue.

Take the stress out of Class II restorations. The combination of Palodent® Plus and SureFil® SDR® flow posterior bulk fill flowable base takes the stress out of Class II restorations. Use Palodent® Plus along with SureFil® SDR® flow material, which can be bulk filled up to 4mm and provides excellent cavity adaptation and reduced polymerization stress. It’s a fast, easy procedure that yields a tight marginal seal, accurate contact, and confidence in your restoration!

You know the name Palodent®. And now you know why Palodent® Plus delivers fast, predictable and accurate Class II restorations. All you need to do is call your DENTSPLY representative or visit www.PalodentPlus.com.